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By using an equivalent-circuit model, a shielding current density in an axisymmetric high-temperature superconducting (HTS)
film can be analyzed. In the present study, this model is applied to a permanent magnet method, inductive method, and pellet
injection system in order to investigate their performance. As a result, it became clear that the inductive method can estimate a
critical current density with an error less than 7%. Moreover, the permanent magnet method can be applied to the HTS film having
a critical current density from 0.1 MA/cm2 to 10 MA/cm2. The numerical result also shows that a mass of HTS film can be reduced
to about 40% without deteriorating an acceleration performance of the pellet injection system.

Index Terms—Critical current density, equivalent circuits, high-temperature superconductors, numerical simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

A high-temperature superconducting (HTS) film is used for
numerous engineering devices. The analysis of the shielding
current density in the HTS is essential to develop the HTS
devices. By using the equivalent-circuit model (ECM) [1], the
analysis of the shielding current density becomes equivalent
to solving the initial-value problem of the 1st-order ordinary
differential system.

The accurate measurement of the critical current density jC
is also required for the development of the HTS devices. As
a contactless jC measurement system, the permanent magnet
method [2] and the inductive method [3] are widely used. In
these methods, the HTS film is exposed to the dc/ac magnetic
field. Therefore, the analysis of the shielding current density
is required to measure the accuracy of these methods.

On the other hand, a superconducting linear acceleration
(SLA) system [4], [5] has been recently proposed as an
alternative pellet injection system for the fusion reactor. The
pellet is accelerated by the Lorentz force acting on the ring-
shaped HTS film, and the SLA system can inject it into the
core plasma. By analyzing the shielding current density in
the ring-shaped film, the acceleration performance of the SLA
system is investigated numerically.

The purpose of the present study is to verify that the ECM
can be applied to the simulations of the HTS devices. More-
over, the performances of the contactless jC measurement
systems and the SLA system are investigated by the ECM.

II. EQUIVALENT-CIRCUIT MODEL

Throughout the present study, we assume that the HTS film
is axisymmetric. The HTS film of thickness b, inner radius
Rin, and outer radius Rout is shown in Fig. 1 (a). If the inner
radius is assumed as Rin = 0, the HTS film is disk-shaped.
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The HTS film is exposed to the axisymmetric magnetic flux
density generated by the cylindrical electromagnet/coil. Under
the above assumption, the distribution of the shielding current
density in the HTS film can be approximated as a set of
multiple current loops, Λ1,Λ2, · · · ,Λn (see Fig. 1 (b)). Here,
Λi is the i-th current loop of radius ri which has a cross section
of width ∆ri and thickness b. In addition, the electric current
and voltage in Λi are denoted by Ii and Vi, respectively.

By using the above assumption, the time evolution of the
shielding current density is governed by the following circuit
equation:

L
dI

dt
= −

[
d

dt
(M(Z)Icoil) + V

]
, (1)

where I ≡ [I1, I2, · · · , In]T , V ≡ [V1, V2, · · · , Vn]
T , and

M ≡ [M1(Z),M2(Z), · · · ,Mn(Z)]
T . Also, Icoil denotes the

dc/ac current in the electromagnet/coil, and Mi(Z) is a mutual
inductance by the electromagnet/coil on Λi. Furthermore, Z
is a position of the HTS film. Moreover, L is an inductance
matrix, and its (i, j) entry shows an inductance by Λj on Λi.

In addition, the induced voltage Vi is determined by the
power law [6]:

Vi = VCi

(
|Ii|
ICi

)N
sgn(Ii), (2)

where VCi ≡ 2π(ri+∆ri/2)EC and ICi ≡ jCb∆ri. Here, EC

and jC denote the critical electric field and the critical current
density, respectively. In addition, N is a positive constant.

The circuit equation (1) with the power law (2) governs
the time evaluation of the shielding current density in the
axisymmetric HTS film. Note that the shielding current in the
ring-shaped HTS film can be analyzed easily by assuming
Rin > 0.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1. (a) An axisymmetric HTS film and (b) a set of multiple current loops.

III. SIMULATION OF PERMANENT MAGNET METHOD

A. Permanent Magnet Method

A schematic view of the permanent magnet method is shown
in Fig. 2. Throughout Section III, the shape of the HTS film is
a disk of radius R and thickness b. Moreover, the cylindrical
permanent magnet of radius RPM and height HPM is placed
just above the HTS film. In this method, the permanent magnet
first approaches the HTS film at constant speed for 0 ≤ t ≤ τ0.
Subsequently, the permanent magnet is kept away from the
HTS film at the same speed for τ0 < t ≤ 2τ0. The position of
the permanent magnet is Z(t), and the distance between the
HTS film and the permanent magnet denotes d(t). In addition,
the maximum and the minimum distance are denoted by dmax

and dmin, respectively. Also, we assume that the permanent
magnet generates the magnetic flux density BT. Here, BT is
the magnetic flux density at (r, z) = (0, b/2) when d = dmin

is satisfied.
For the purpose of using the ECM, the permanent magnet

is approximated as the electromagnet of the same radius and
height. In addition, the steady-state current Icoil flows in the
electromagnet. The electromagnet does not have thickness.
Under the above assumption, the time dependence of the
shielding current I(t) is governed by (1). By solving (1) with
an initial condition, I = 0 at t = 0, we can determine the
shielding current I(t). Throughout the present study, the 5th-
order Runge-Kutta method with the adaptive step-size control
algorithm [7], [8] is applied to the initial-value problem such
as (1). The numerical instability can be suppressed by using
the adaptive step-size control algorithm.

The critical current density jC is estimated from the Lorentz
force acting on the HTS film. Once the initial-value problem
is solved, we can determine z-component of the Lorentz force
fz easily.

B. Comparison with Experimental Result

Let us compare the result obtained by the ECM with that
obtained by the experiment. In Section III, the geometrical and
the physical parameters are fixed as follows: RPM = 2.5 mm,
HPM = 3 mm, dmax = 20 mm, dmin = 0.2 mm, τ0 = 39 s,
BT = 0.3 T, R = 10 mm, b = 600 nm, N = 16, and n =
600.

Fig. 2. A schematic view of the permanent magnet method.

Fig. 3. Dependence of the electromagnetic force fz on the distance d.

First, the dependence of the Lorentz force fz on the distance
d is shown in Fig. 3. According to this figure, the repulsive
force increases as the permanent magnet approaches the HTS
film. In addition, the absolute Lorentz force |fz| increases with
the critical current density jC. Here, the maximum repulsive
force fM is defined as the Lorentz force |fz| at d = 0. For the
case with jC = 5 MA/cm2, fM is 11.2 gf.

Next, Fig. 4 shows the dependence of the maximum re-
pulsive force fM on the critical current density jC. The
maximum repulsive force fM increases in proportion to the
critical current density jC. In addition, Fig. 4 shows the
maximum repulsive force fM obtained by the experiment [2].
The proportional relationship of the ECM is qualitatively equal
to the experimental result. However, the simulation result is
not quantitatively equal to the experimental result. Because
the HTS film used in the experiment contains tiny cracks
and/or the crystal grain, (2) does not strictly govern the I–
V characteristics.

IV. SIMULATION OF INDUCTIVE METHOD

A. Inductive Method

A schematic view of the inductive method is shown in
Fig. 5. The Nc–turn coil in which the ac current Icoil(t) =
I0 sin 2πft flows is placed just above the HTS film. The
inner and the outer radius of the coil are denoted by R1 and
R2, respectively. Moreover, z-coordinate of the lower and the
upper surface are represented by Z1 and Z2, respectively. As
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Fig. 4. Dependence of the maximum repulsive force fM on the critical current
density jC.

Fig. 5. A schematic view of the inductive method.

in Section III, we assume that the shape of the HTS film is a
disk of radius R and thickness b.

In the inductive method, the critical current density jC is
estimated from the threshold current IT. If and only if the
amplitude I0 exceeds the threshold current IT, the induced
voltage v in the coil contains the third-harmonic voltage v3.
We can estimate jC from IT by means of the following
equation:

jC =
2F (rmax)IT

b
, (3)

where F (rmax) denotes the maximum of the primary coil-
factor function F (r) [3].

The threshold current IT can be determined by the following
four steps:

1) The initial-value problem of (1) is solved with the initial
condition, I = 0 at t = 0, to obtain I(t). After that, the
magnetic flux Φ(t) linked in the coil is calculated from
I(t).

2) The third-harmonic voltage v3 is determined by applying
the discrete Fourier transform to the sampled data of
v(≡ −dΦ/dt).

3) The relationship between v3 and I0 is determined as the
function of I0. In order to determine IT, we adopt the
voltage criterion [3]:

I0 = IT ⇐⇒ v3 = 0.1 mV. (4)

After determining IT by the above steps, the critical current
density is estimated by means of (3). In Section IV, the critical

Fig. 6. The third-harmonic voltage v3 as functions of the amplitude I0.

Fig. 7. Dependence of the relative error ε on the critical current jC.

current density used for calculating (2) is denoted by jC, and
the critical current density estimated by (3) is denoted by j∗C.
In other word, jC and j∗C are the true critical current density
and the current density obtained by the inductive method,
respectively. In order to evaluate the accuracy, the relative error
is defined as ε ≡ |jC − j∗C|/|jC|.

B. Accuracy of Inductive Method
Let us investigate the accuracy of the inductive method. In

Section IV, the geometrical and the physical parameters are
fixed as follows: R1 = 1 mm, R2 = 2.5 mm, Z1 =0.2 mm,
Z2 = 1.2 mm, Nc = 400, f = 1 kHz, R = 10 mm, b =200
nm, EC = 1 mV/m, N = 16, and n = 1600.

First, Fig. 6 shows the third-harmonic voltage v3 as func-
tions of the amplitude I0. By applying (4) to this figure, IT is
estimated as follows: IT = 24.6 mA, 49.2 mA, and 73.6 mA.
Hence, j∗C can be estimated as follows: j∗C = 0.511 MA/cm2,
1.02 MA/cm2, and 1.53 MA/cm2.

Next, the dependence of the relative error ε on the critical
current jC is shown in Fig. 7 for investigating the accuracy of
the inductive method. As is clear from this figure, the accuracy
is improved with an increase in jC. Moreover, the error is less
than 7% for the case with 0.1 MA/cm2 ≤ jC ≤ 10 MA/cm2.

V. SIMULATION OF SLA SYSTEM

A. SLA system
A schematic view of the SLA system is shown in Fig. 8.

A ring-shaped HTS film is attached to a pellet container. The
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Fig. 8. A schematic view of the SLA system.

inner radius, the outer radius, and the thickness of the HTS
film are denoted by Rin, Rout, and b, respectively. Moreover,
the HTS film is exposed to the magnetic flux density generated
by the cylindrical electromagnet of height Hc and radius Rc.
Furthermore, the coil current Icoil flowing in the electromagnet
is controlled by the following equation:

Icoil(Z, t) =

{
αt (0 ≤ Z ≤ Zlimit)

0 (otherwise)
, (5)

where α is the increasing rate of the coil current. Also, the
condition 0 ≤ Z ≤ Zlimit is the acceleration range.

Under the above assumption, the dynamic motion of the
container is governed by the following Newton’s equation of
motion:

m
d2Z

dt2
= −2π

n∑
i=1

riBr(ri, Z, t)Ii, (6)

where m is the total mass of the container and the HTS film.
Also, Br(r, z, t) is r-component of the applied magnetic flux
density. The time evolution of the shielding current and the
dynamic motion of the container are governed by (6) coupled
with (1). We can simulate the SLA system by solving the
governing equation with the initial condition: I = 0, v = 0,
Z = 1 mm at t = 0.

B. Improvement of SLA system

Let us improve the acceleration performance of the SLA
system by using the ring-shaped HTS film. In Section V, the
geometrical and the physical parameters are fixed as follows:
Rc = 50 mm, α = 20 kA/ms, Zlimit = 300 mm, Rout = 40
mm, b =1 mm, N =20, n = 400, EC = 1 mV/m, jC = 1
MA/cm2, and m = 10 g.

The dependence of the final velocity vf on the inner radius
Rin is shown in Fig. 9. The final velocity is the velocity at
the time when Z = Zlimit is satisfied. As shown in this figure,
the inner radius Rin hardly influences the final velocity vf for
Rin ≲ 30 mm. If the inner radius Rin is 30 mm, the mass
of the HTS film is reduced to 40%. Therefore, the mass of
the HTS film can be made light to improve the acceleration
performance or to carry more fuel pellets.

Fig. 9. Dependence of the final velocity vf on the inner radius Rin.

VI. CONCLUSION

In order to verify that the ECM can be applied to the
simulations of the HTS devices, we simulated the contactless
jC measurement systems and the SLA system. Conclusions
are summarized as follows:

• The ECM can analyze the shielding current density in
the ring-shaped HTS film without imposing the boundary
condition. Furthermore, the ECM can be applied to the
analysis of the shielding current density generated by the
ac/dc magnetic field.

• The maximum repulsive force is completely proportional
to the critical current density. This result is qualitatively
equal to the experimental result. Therefore, the permanent
magnet method is effective as a contactless jC measure-
ment system.

• The error of the inductive method is no more than 7%.
In addition, the accuracy becomes high with an increase
in a critical current density.

• By using the ring-shape HTS film, a total mass of the
container can be made light. Hence, the acceleration
performance of the SLA system can be improved.
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